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ANALYTIC DOMINATION WITH QUADRATIC FORM TYPE

ESTIMATES AND NONDEGENERACY OF GROUND STATES IN

QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

BY

ALAN D. SLOAN

ABSTRACT. We present a theorem concerning the analytic domination by a semi-

bounded selfadjoint operator H of another linear operator A which requires only the

quadratic form type estimates

\\H-V2((^A)"H)H-V2u\\ <c„\\u\\

instead of the norm estimates

||(ad^)"tf«||<cj,r/«||

usually required for this type of theorem. We call the new estimates "quadratic form type",

since they are sometimes equivalent to

\((¡tdAyHu,u)\<cn\(Hu,u)\.

The theorem is then applied with H the Hamiltonian for the spatially cutoff boson field

model with real, bounded below, even ordered polynomial self-interaction in one space

dimension and A = ir(g), the conjugate momentum to the free field. When the underlying

Hilbert space of this model is represented as l?(Q,dq) where dq is a probability measure

on Q, the spectrum of the von Neumann algebra generated by bounded functions of

certain field operators, then e'"1 maximizes support in (he sense that e"'"/is nonzero almost

everywhere whenever/is not identically zero.

I. Introduction. The Hamiltonian, H, of a physical system is a selfadjoint

operator on a Hilbert space which is bounded below in that its spectrum is. If the

infimum of the spectrum is an eigenvalue then any corresponding eigenvector is

called a ground state. An important physical question is whether the ground state,

(assuming it exists), is nondegenerate, that is, whether the infimum of the spectrum

of H has multiplicity one as an eigenvalue. If the ground state is nondegenerate,

it is also said to be unique, though technically this uniqueness is only up to

complex multiples. This problem concerning the unbounded operator H can be

turned into one involving only bounded operators by considering the generated

semigroup, e~'H, t > 0, since, by the spectral theorem, H has a nondegenerate

ground state if and only if ||e"'w|| is an eigenvalue of multiplicity one for e~'H.

In quantum field theory the underlying Hilbert space may be viewed as an L2

space on which e~'H is positivity preserving in the sense that, for t > 0, e~'Hf is
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nonnegative almost everywhere whenever / in L2 is nonnegative almost every-

where ([5], [2], [16] and [8]). We assume that H is a self adjoint and bounded

below operator, that e~'H is positivity preserving and that H has a ground state,

for the remainder of the introduction.

The semigroup / -» e~'H is said to be ergodic if for every pair, / and g, of

nonnegative L2 functions there is an i > 0 such that (/, e~sHg) > 0. In an

extension of the classical Perron-Frobenius theory, Glimm and Jaffe [5] showed

that if e~'H is ergodic then the ground state of H is nondegenerate. Simon [15] has

characterized ergodic semigroups in the following way: t -* e~'H is ergodic if and

only if e~'Hf is positive almost everywhere whenever / is nonnegative almost

everywhere. When e~'H has this latter property it is said to be positivity improving.

Why should semigroups generated by quantum field theoretic Hamiltonians be

positivity improving? In certain models the L2 space in question may be thought

of as L2(Rx,q) where Rx is the countable product of real lines, R, and q is a

probability measure on Rx [14], while H may be thought of as a differential

operator in infinitely many variables. In certain finite-dimensional approxima-

tions to these models, [11], [12], [3] H becomes an elliptic differential operator

with analytic coefficients. By a theorem of Nelson every analytic vector for H is

an analytic function [10]. (Recall that v is an analytic vector for 77 if there is an

s > 0 such that 2^=o (sn/n\)\\Hnv\\ < oo.) But e~'Hfis an analytic vector for H

with / arbitrary, so e~'Hf is nonzero almost everywhere or identically zero. Since

we are assuming e~'H is positivity preserving, if / is nonnegative almost every-

where then e~'Hfmast be positive almost everywhere. Observe that the positivity

improving property is really a consequence of the following property. e~'H is said

to be support maximizing if e~'Hfis nonzero almost everywhere whenever/is not

identically zero. An operator may be positivity improving but not support

maximizing [17], though clearly if an operator is support maximizing and

positivity preserving then it must also be positivity improving. For an example,

observe that e~'H maximizes support on L2(0,dx) whenever H is an elliptic

differential operator with analytic coefficients on the connected open set O [10].

Thus, when e~'H is positivity preserving the nondegeneracy problem is solved

once we show e~'H maximizes support.

The connection between Hamiltonians and differential operators is well

known ([14], [3], [11], [12] and [7]),and one is led naturally to the question of

whether e~'H maximizes support when H is a Hamiltonian of quantum field

theory. A first step in the solution of this problem is to consider models defined

in Fock space (though in the cases we consider the nondegeneracy problem is

solvable by other techniques). In a previous paper [17], it was shown that when

H is the free boson Hamiltonian then e~'H maximizes support on L2(RK,q) and

on L2(Q) where Q is the spectrum of the von Neumann algebra generated by

certain bounded functions of the free field ([5], [16]). In fact e~'H maximizes

support when H is the quantization [1] of any self adjoint operator with positive

spectrum bounded away from zero ([7] or [17]). A similar result holds when H is
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the Hamiltonian for the linear external source model of a boson field. Also

previously considered was the momentum cutoff polaron of fixed total momen-

tum in n dimensions. Again the Hamiltonian generates a semigroup which

maximizes support. Moreover this support maximizing property remains when

cutoffs are removed in two space dimensions.

Notable by its absence from this list of Fock space models is the spatially

cutoff X(<i>4)2 model. It is this model we wish to consider.

To prove that e~'H maximizes support it suffices to prove that every analytic

vector for H is either identically zero or nonzero almost everywhere. This is

because {e~'Hf:f 6 L!,l > 0} is exactly the set of analytic vectors for H [10].

Note that every analytic vector for d/dx on Ü(Rx,dx) is an analytic function, by

the Paley-Wiener theorem, and is either identically zero or nonzero almost

everywhere. Similarly, on U(RX,q) any analytic vector for 3/9x,, / = 1, 2, ...,

is an analytic function of each coordinate function x¡, when the others are fixed.

This implies (by the zero-one law) that any analytic vector for every 3/3x, is

nonzero almost everywhere or identically zero. The annihilation operator of wave

function/ G L2(Rx,dx), A(f) [1] corresponds to differentiation in the direction

of / [14]. Consequently to prove that a function is either identically zero or

nonzero almost everywhere one needs only to verify that the function is an

analytic vector for the annihilation operators, A(f), when/is in a dense subset

of L2(RX). (This discussion has been informal but can be made rigorous.

However, we present a different approach in §111.)

Now the basic problem is one of analytic domination. Prove that every

analytic vector for H is analytic for A(f) when/is an infinitely difieren tiable

function of compact support on /?'. The standard procedure for analytic

domination is due to Nelson [10]. One is required to obtain the estimate

IM(/)"II < c0\\Hu\\ and the commutator estimates \\(adA(f))"Hu\\ < cn\{Hu\\

for positive c„'s such that the power series 2í°=o icr,Sn/n\) has positive radius of

convergence and for all u in some linear subspace containing all analytic vectors

for H and invariant under H and A(f). In the (</>4)2 model the first commutator

estimate, n = 1, ||[y4(/),ZZ]«!| < cJZZmII is unknown. Consequently, Nelson's

theorem does not apply directly. However, quadratic form estimates

(ad(A(f)))nH<cnH + rn,       rn>0,

are known [13]. We present an analytic domination theorem which requires only

such quadratic form estimates (see Theorem 1). This theorem is then applied to

the Hamiltonian, H, of the spatially cutoff one space dimensional boson field

with real, bounded below, even ordered polynomial self-interaction to conclude

that e~'H maximizes support (see Corollary 7).

This approach is nonperturbative and makes no use of mass gaps.

The author wishes to thank L. Gross for many useful discussions.

II. Analytic domination. In this section % is a complex Hilbert space. For any
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operator T, D(T) denotes the domain of T while DX(T) = r\^oD(T")- The

main result in this section is

Theorem 1. Let H be a self adjoint operator on % with infimum (spectrum

(77)) > 1. Let A be another linear operator on % and denote n¡¡L0 r%=oD(A" HAm)

byE.

Suppose the following conditions are met:

(i) />°°(77) C E;

(ii) for each nonnegative integer n there is a c„> 0 such that

(2.2) ||//-'/2((ad A)"(H))H-V2u\\ < c„\\u\\

for all u in HXI2E; and

(iii) the power series in s, 2r=i {cns"/n^) has positive radius of convergence.

Then every analytic vector for H is an analytic vector for A.

Remarks, (a) We have put

(ad Af(H) = A,      (ad A)l(H) = (ad A)(H) = [A,H] = AH - HA

and for « > 1,

(ad A)n+l(H) = (adA)((adA)"(H)).

(b) If it is known that A leaves D°°(H) invariant then one may replace E by

Z>°°(/7).

In fact E may be replaced with any linear space containing all the analytic

vectors for 77 and which is left invariant by H, A, H'/2 and /7~'/2.

(c) We view (2.2) as a quadratic form type estimate for it implies

(2.3) |(//-'/2((ad A)n(H))H-V2u, u)\ < cn(u, u)

for u E H]l2E and this may be rewritten as

(2.4) \((adA)"(H)u,u)\<cn(Hu,u)

for u E E.

If (ad A)"H is symmetric, then (2.4) yields, through (2.3), [9, p. 310], the

bilinear form estimate

\(H-l/2((adA)"H)H-V2u,v)\ < cn\\u\\\\4

for u, v in HXI2E. This bilinear form estimate implies (2.2) so that (2.2) may be

equivalent to the quadratic form estimate (2.4).

More generally, suppose (adÄfH = S + B where S is symmetric,

#-i/2£//-i/2 is bounded on HX¡2E with norm k and \(Su,u)\ < l(Hu,u), for u in

E. Then

||/7-'/2((ad A)"(H))H-V2u\\ < (k + l)\\u\\
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is again true. Similar considerations apply when skew-symmetry replaces symme-

try.

(d) The estimates (2.3) and corresponding quadratic form estimates (2.4) may

be compared to the usual norm estimates required for this type of theorem,

||(ad A)"Hu\\ < cn\\Hu\\ [10, p. 577] and \\Au\\ < c0||ZZ'/2«|| [6, p. 247].
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Renorm % with ||u||,

= ||ZZ~'/2m||. Throughout this section we assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2. Let u be any analytic vector for H. Then there is a t > 0 such that

(2-5) Í^IMn«lli<«>.

Proof. Let X denote the normed space % with || l^. Let B denote H restricted

to E. Since E C DiH), DiB) = E.

Let x be in DiB). Then by definition of E, x E D(A) and

\\Ax\\x = \\H-x'2AH-xl2Hxl2x\\

< c0||tf*/2x|| =c0||ZZx||,.

Since, for x in D(B) we have Bx = Hx it follows that

(2.6) \\Ax\\x < c0||Ac||,.

Next observe that A: E-> E so that for x in D(B) we have A"BAmx

= A"HAmx and consequently (ad A)"(B)x = (ad A)"(H)x. Thus

||(ad A)"Bx\\x = IIZZ-'/Hiad^nzZ^ZZ-^ZZ'^H

< cM^xW = cjHxl

and

(2.7) \\(adA)nBx\\x<cn\\BX\\x.

Now let u be an analytic vector for H. Then u is in DX(H) C E so ZZm = Bu.

Inductively, assume u E D(B") and B"u = H"u. Since H"u is in DX(H) C E it

follows that H"u is in D(B) and BH"u = Bn+X u. Thus u is also an analytic vector

for B. Since \\v\\x < \\v\\ there is an r > 0 such that 22=0 (''"/"!) Il^""lli < <»•
The desired conclusion now follows from (2.6), (2.7) and Nelson's theorem [10,

p. 577].   Q.E.D.
The next lemma is combinatorial in nature and expresses [A",H~X] in terms of

[Ak,H]. For related expressions see [6, p. 253] and [13, p. 431].

Let Pn be the set of ordered partitions of n. That is, every p in P„ is a ¿-tuple of

positive integers, (p(l),... ,p(k)) withp(l) + • • • + p(k) = n, for some integer k,

1 < k < n. We put k = |p| and p! = p(l)\ • • -p(k)\. Observe that there are

exactly (KZX) partitionsp in P„ with |p| = k for a total of
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áCT-O-K";1)--
partitions p in Pn. (For any integers 0 < a < b, (*) is the binomial coefficient

b\/a\ (b - a)\.)

Since DK(H) = HV2DX(H) C Wl2(E) is dense in % it follows from (2.2)

that Ä'/2((ad ^"(T/))/?1/2 extends from HV2(E) to a bounded linear operator on

all of X. We have put R = 77"'. Denote this extension by -Kn. Again, from (2.2)

(2.8) HA,|| < cn.

Lemma 3. On DX(H),

(2.9) ¿-Ä = RA" 4-1 £ ç-JÎj-.^j^ - • • J^*^.

Proof. First observe that the operators AJ, AJHAl are defined on DX(H) since

D°°(H) C E. Next observe that A'R and A'HAlR are also defined on DX(H)

because R: DX(H) -* DX(H). Consequently, all the calculations to follow are

valid on/)00 (77).

We will prove (2.9) using induction on n. Let n = 1. Then

AR = RA + (AR - RA) = RA + RHARHR - RHRA HR

= RA+ R[H,A]R = RA + R}I2KXR}I2.

Before considering the general case observe that, on D°° (77 ),

(2.10) [A",H] = i (J)((ad AY(H))A"-J,

(see [6, p. 248] or [10, p. 576]).

Now suppose (2.9) is true for « = 1,2, ..., m. Then

Am+1R = RAm+l + (Am+lR - RAm+l)

= RAm+l + RHAm+iRHR - RHRAm+lHR

= RAm+l + R[H,Am+l]R

= RAm+l-R[Am+l,H]R

= RAm+i - R 1' O" + l\(ad A)J(H))Am+i-JR

= RAm+x - S* (m + 1)7?((ad/iy(77))Ä1/2771/2^'»+'-^

= RAm+l + 2* (m + ^R^KjH^A^-JR
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= RAm+x +2* ("*j X\rxI2KjRxI2A^x-í

+ 2* (m + X\Rxl2KjHxl2[Am+x-J,R]

m+x im + 1 \
= RAm+x + 2 Í )Rx/2KjRxl2An+x-J

2 ("t'WjcffW

,+ l_J C/M +   1   — |'V

/=i  pfp, (m+l-i-j)\pl *l>        *lpl)

= RAm+x + 2' (m + 1\rx'2KjRxI2A^x-J

-«(=> /w + l\ (w+l-/)!

• ̂ /ç^.-.^dZ?'/2^'-'.

Ifí = (/p(l),...,p(|p|))then

/m+l\  (m+1 -/)! (m+1)!

V    j    )(m+\-i)\p\      (n(m+ 1 -/)!?!"

Since every partition q in P¡, 1 < / < m + 1, can be written uniquely as {/} or as

{y,p(l),...,/»(!/»!)} for some 1 <j < i and p in Z?_, the lemma now follows.

Q.E.D.
The final preliminary result needed is

Lemma 4. Let u be any analytic vector for H. Then there is an s > 0 such that

oo    s"
(2.11) 2 ^MnZ?M||<oo.

11=0 ni

Proof. From hypothesis (iii) in the statement of the theorem there follows the

existence of a positive number M with the property that

(2.12) 0 < cn < Mnn\.

By Lemma 2, there is a t > 0 such that

(2.13) % ÇWR-^A-uW < *>.
n=0 m

Choose s so that
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(2.14) 0 < 5 < minimum (1/2M, r, t/2M).

Then by (2.8), (2.9), (2.12) and the fact that \\R}'2\\ < 1, we have

1,5 V.RH

¿ I siI,?, j^k?.>*"*• • • ■ «w^

< i  2   2 7-írr-TM^1V(l)!...Af^l)p(|p|)!||/?'/^''^tt||
n-i j=i pep, (n -jy.pl

= 222 T^\.\\R}i2A"-Ju\\
n-\ j=\ pePj (n - J )!

-   $<0*L WREATH
«-»7—1 ("~7)!

< 2 2 (2Miy7-^-||7?>/2^-,M||

= 22 (2Mir>+i-^-ii/?'/2^-iM||
7-1 »-7 U — *7!

= T^2J!|lÄl/2^11-

(2.13) now yields

(2.15) 2 5p",Ä]«||<oo.
n=l H*

Since ||f|| < llT/1/2!/!! and since í < / we finally arrive at

2 £|H"*«II < 2 Í l|/u"«ll + 2 £p\*H

< 2SllÄ^"«ll + 2 5ll[^.i«H<oo.
n=0 »; «=1 "!

Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let u be an analytic vector for 77. Then u = e~mv for

some i/ in X Since 77m = e~'Hl2 He~'H/2v, Hu is also an analytic vector for 77.

Now apply Lemma 4 to 77m.   Q.E.D.
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III. An application. We adopt the notation of [3], [5] and [13]. Proofs and

further references may be found in [1], [4], [5], [13] and [16].  Let f(k)

= (27t)-1/2 S e~'kxf (x)dx be the Fourier transform of / and let f denote the

inverse Fourier transform of /. Cq (R") = space of real valued infinitely differentia-

ble functions of compact support.

Now g will denote a fixed Cif(Rx) function with 0 < g(x) < 1. P will denote

a fixed polynomial, P(x) = bqxq + • • • + b0 with bq > 0, and b¡ real for all / and

q an even integer. The corresponding spatially cutoff interaction Hamiltonian is

Hj(g) = (ßo bjfg(x): <bJ(x): dxj*.

Hj(g) is selfadjoint with core D.

The operator HQ + H¡(g) defined on D is essentially selfadjoint and is bounded

below. Let c(g) denote a number such that infimum (spectrum (H)) = 0 where

H = (H0 + H,(g))** + c(g).

We wish to apply the results of the preceding section to it(f) and H for/in

C™(RX). What follows is the verification of the necessary hypothesis. We are

assuming/is in C¡?(RX).

First let

(3.1) E=r\ r\D(it(f)nHit(f)m).
n=0m=0

tt(f)m is relatively bounded with respect to (TV + l)m/2 and it(f)nHit(f)m is

relatively bounded with respect to (ZZ0+l)(AT+l)(n+m+«)/2. Consequently, from the

higher order estimates [13, p. 443], it follows that

(3.2) DX(H) C E.

A formal calculation shows that on D

(3-3) [it(f), : fig): ] = -ni(4it)-x/2: <t>n-l(gf):.

Repeated application of (3.3) along with a semiboundedness argument [13, p.

421] shows that for each positive integer n there are cn > 0 and r„ > 1 such that

for u in D

(3.4) |((ad (it(f)))nH,(g)u, u)\ < c„((H + rn)u, u).

Since, for any h in L2(RX),

(3.5) MfUih)) = -(i/2)jf(-k)kk)dk,

valid on D we may, for /j > q, choose

(3.6) c„ = 0   and   r„ = I.
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Consequently, 1 < r = maxfo} < oo and from (3.4) there follows

(3.7) |(/?'/2((adM/)))"//^))/^«, «)| < c„ [|«|p

for all m in (H + r)x,2D. Here we have put R = (77 + r)_1.

Since A1/2((ad(îr(/)))"/7,C?))fl1/2 is either symmetric or skew-symmetric, for

each n, the quadratic form estimate (3.7) gives a bilinear form estimate which

finally yields an operator estimate [9, p. 310]

(3.8) \\R}l2((ad ^J)rH,(g))R^u\\ < c„\\u\\

for all m in (77 + r)I/2Z>.

Another formal calculation shows that on D

(3-9) K/),770] = -/¿.((/V)-).

Since <f> is relatively bounded by (N + ïfl2 and (N + 1)1/2 is relatively bounded

with respect to 77 [13, p. 436], r and cx, c2 may be redefined so that

(3.10) \\RV2((adTt(f))nH)RV2u\\ < c„\\u\\

for all u in (77 + rf2D.
In order to extend (3.10) to all of (77 + r)^2E we need another lemma.

Lemma 5. Let T be a nonnegative self adjoint operator on a Hilbert space K with

bounded inverse. Then any core for T is a core for T1/2.

Proof. Let D be a core for T, let v be an arbitrary element of K and let e > 0

be given. T1?2 is densely defined so there is a w in the domain of T*'/2 such that

Ik - w\\ < £/2- Since T is invertible and D is a core for T, it follows that TD is

dense in K. Consequently, there is a u in D such that ||7h — r'^wH

<(2||7-'/2||)-1£.Thus

Hri/2« _ w|| = \\T-W(Tu - TV2w)\\ < ||r-Vî|| ||7h - 7'/2vv|| < e/2

and

||V2u - w|| < ||7'/2m - w|| + ||w - fil = e.

This shows that TXI2D is dense. Since Tyl2 is invertible, D is a core for Txl2 [9, p.

166].   Q.E.D.
Since D is a core for 77 [13, p. 438] and 77 + r is invertible, we have that

(H + r)x,2D is dense. Consequently (3.10) is valid for all u in

Z)((ad ir(f))nH)R}I2. Since (77 + r)l/2E is in this domain we have that

(3.11) \\RV2((adv(f))nH)RV2u\\ < cn\\u\\

for all u in (H + r)l/2E.
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it(f)(N + 1)"1/2 is a bounded operator [13, p. 424],(ZV + l)+l/2(H+ r'Ti/2

is a bounded operator for r   sufficienüy large [13, p. 437] so by redefining r to be

at least as large as r'  one finds that there is a  c0 > 0  such that

(3.12) \\RVMf)RWu\\ < Co\\u\\

for all u in HXI2E (and in fact for all u).

From (3.6) it is clear that

(3.13) 2 Ícn < oo
«=o n\

for every s > 0.

Observe that (3.2), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) are exactly the hypothesis (i)-(iii)

needed for the application of Theorem 1. Consequently we may conclude

Corollary 6. Every analytic vector for H is an analytic vector for it(f), providing

fis in C0«(Rx).

Let M be the von Neumann algebra generated by M = {e'*^: / E Cq(Rx)}.

Let Q he the spectrum of M. There is a probability measure A on Q and a unitary

operator W:$-+ L2(Q,X) such that WMW~X = LX(Q) and W\ = 1 where the

1 on the right is the constant function while the 1 on the left is the complex

number [5, p. 373].

Corollary 7. We~'HW~x maximizes support on L2(Q,\).

Proof. Let u E L2(Q,X) be arbitrary and let v = e~,HW~xu, so that v is an

analytic vector for H.

Since {^cWIi/éC^A1)} is irreducible and since e'^)e^f)

= e-i(f,g)e'M.f)e'^g)i it follows from [7] and the previous corollary that the largest

projection in M which annihilates v is the zero projection. Consequently the

largest projection in L°(Q) which annihilates v is the zero projection and so

Wv — We~'HW~xu is nonzero almost everywhere or zero almost everywhere.

Q.E.D.
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